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ABSTRACT
Government documents must be manually sensitivity reviewed to
identify and protect any sensitive information (e.g. personal infor-
mation) in the documents before the documents can be opened
to the public. However, due to the large volume of born-digital
documents that need to be reviewed, there is a growing need for
technologies to assist human reviewers and improve the efficiency
of the review process. For example, in sensitivity review, a reviewer
needs to be able to quickly find documents that belong to spe-
cific latent semantic categories (e.g., documents about criminality
that contain the personal details of victims). However, manually
identifying such document categories is a challenging task when
reviewing digital documents, due to the size of, and lack of structure
in the collections. We hypothesise that reviewing documents that
are clustered by their latent semantic categories will increase the
efficiency of the human reviewers, since the reviewers will be able
to review related documents in sequence. In this work, we conduct
a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of different clustering
techniques, document metadata and automatic sensitivity classi-
fication, for grouping and prioritising documents for review, to
increase the efficiency of the review process. Our study shows that
reviewing documents in semantic clusters can significantly improve
the efficiency (i.e., speed) of the sensitivity reviewers (+15.65%, T-
Test, p<0.05) while maintaining the reviewers’ accuracy. Moreover,
we propose a novel strategy for prioritising document clusters for
review to maximise the number of documents that are opened to
the public within a fixed reviewing time budget. Our proposed pri-
oritisation strategy results in a significant increase in the number
of documents that are opened to the public (+37.99%, T-Test, p<0.05)
compared to prioritising documents without clusters.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many government documents contain sensitive information such
as personal or confidential information that is exempt from public
release through Freedom of Information (FOI) laws. Therefore, such
documents are manually reviewed to identify and protect any sensi-
tive information before opening the documents to the public. How-
ever, the volume of born-digital documents that must be sensitivity
reviewed is too large to be manually reviewed with the available re-
viewing resources, and government departments have frequently re-
ported [1, 8, 21] a massive backlog in selecting documents for public
release. Consequently, there is a growing need for tools to assist gov-
ernments in conducting efficient and accurate sensitivity reviews.

In the sensitivity review process, there are primarily two types of
users: (1) Review Organisers, who prioritise documents that are more
relevant (likely to be opened) for review to maximise openness, i.e.,
the number of the documents selected for public release in a fixed
review time budget. (2) Sensitivity Reviewers, who make judgements
about whether documents contain any sensitive information. Both
review organisers and sensitivity reviewers often seek information
about latent semantic categories to understand the type of content
in a collection. Semantic categories can group related documents
about a specific subject domain (e.g. criminality), which can as-
sist the sensitivity reviewers to quickly provide consistent review
judgements for related documents. Moreover, different semantic
categories can indicate how likely are the documents in a category
to be sensitive, which can assist the review organisers in prioritising
documents for review. For example, documents about “criminal in-
cidents” may contain sensitive personal details of victims, whereas,
in the documents about “political events”, personal details of indi-
viduals are often publicly available and therefore not sensitive.

Document clustering is a popular approach in the literature for
identifying semantic document categories in document collections.
Moreover, previous studies [17, 22, 25] have shown the importance
of document clustering to assist with human tasks in document
review systems. In this work, we hypothesise that sensitivity re-
viewing documents that are clustered by their semantic categories
can improve the efficiency of human reviewers since the semantic
categories will provide the reviewers with additional useful infor-
mation about the underlying context between related documents.
We further hypothesise that document clustering can assist the
review organisers in prioritising document groups for review, to
maximise openness.

As shown in Figure 1, we propose a system for sensitivity re-
view that leverages document clustering techniques to facilitate the
understanding of the latent semantic categories of documents in
a collection. We present a novel strategy of effectively prioritising
document clusters for review by leveraging document metadata
attributes (e.g. document author) and predictions from a sensitivity

https://doi.org/10.1145/3498366.3505824
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Figure 1: Document clusters for sensitivity review.

classifier [13]. In particular, we split document clusters into smaller
semantic groups using document metadata attributes, and deploy
a hierarchical ranking approach based on the predictions from
the sensitivity classifier to first rank the smaller Cluster+Metadata
groups by the proportions of predicted sensitivity and then rank the
individual documents within the groups by predicted sensitivity.

We conduct two user studies that evaluate the effectiveness of:
(1) different clustering techniques for grouping semantically related
documents to increase the efficiency of sensitivity reviewers, and
(2) document metadata and sensitivity classification for prioritising
document clusters for review to assist the review organisers in
increasing the number of documents opened to the public in a fixed
time-frame. The contributions in this paper are 3-fold:

(1) We propose a system for sensitivity review that leverages
document clustering to assist the human reviewers in under-
standing the type of content that is included in a collection.

(2) We conduct two user studies to evaluate the impact of re-
viewing documents clustered by their semantic categories on
the efficiency, accuracy and openness of sensitivity review.

(3) We show that sensitivity reviewing documents in semantic
clusters can significantly improve the review efficiency and
openness while maintaining the accuracy of the review.

On a collection of government documents with real sensitivities
(GovSensitivity [16]), our user studies show that reviewing docu-
ments in semantic clusters can significantly improve the reviewing
speed by 15.65% (T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05). Furthermore, we show that our
proposed review prioritisation strategy that leverages document
metadata attributes for ranking clusters with finer grained sensitiv-
ity proportions can significantly improve the hourly openness by
37.99% and openness as a function of time (area under the curve)
by 23.78% (T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05).

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we discuss related work on the applications of clus-
tering in assisting text-based human-computer interaction tasks,
and technological solutions for assisting sensitivity reviewers.

Application of Clustering: Clustering is a popular technique
used in interactive information retrieval (IR) systems. Previous
studies, for example [3] and [2], have shown that clustering can be
effectively integrated with IR systems to assist users and analyse
user interactions. Bouadjenek et al. [3] performed clustering of
twitter search results to assist users with coherent groups of related
tweets. In particular, Bouadjenek et al. proposed a relevance-driven

clustering approach to present relevant clusters to the users based
on the user queries. Another work by Bogaard et al. [2] studied user
interests and their search behaviour in a collection by clustering
user search session database. Bogaard et al. implemented clustering
using search metadata and click logs to gain insights from user
behaviours such as parts of a collection that are most searched
or parts where users spent most/least time. Differently from the
works of Bouadjenek et al. and Bogaard et al., in this work we
perform a series of user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of
clustering approaches for assisting human sensitivity reviewers
and increasing the efficiency of sensitivity review.

Various studies, for example [17, 22, 25], have highlighted the im-
portance of document clustering in document review systems. Oard
et al. [17] discussed the importance of clustering in e-Discovery by
identifying duplicates and near duplicates along with identifying
chains of messages in an email collection. Vo et al. [25] presented
a system called DISCO that implemented document clustering to
assist reviewers by providing cluster keywords to perform complex
exploratory search tasks. Trappey et al. [22] leveraged document
clustering on legal documents to determine clusters of trademark
litigation case documents as precedent for a given target case. In
particular Trappey et al. deployed clustering in a recommendation
setting by inferring the terminology associated with a legal case.
In contrast to document review in e-Discovery, where the task is
to find relevant documents in response to a request for production,
sensitivity review is not a query-driven process and requires all
of the documents in a collection to be reviewed. Therefore differ-
ently from the application of clustering in e-Discovery solutions
(e.g., [17, 22, 25]) for identifying relevant document groups for re-
view, our work is focused on leveraging the semantic relatedness of
documents for the prioritisation of document groups, to maximise
openness and improve review efficiency.

Sensitivity Review: In recent years, multiple studies have pro-
posed different research directions for assisting sensitivity review-
ers. Hutchinson [6] explored using topical clusters to identify docu-
ments that are relevant for sensitivity review. The work by Hutchi-
son showed that topical clusters can identify semantic categories
of documents, for example human resource, that may be likely to
require to be sensitivity reviewed to protect personal information.
Differently from the work of Hutchison, in this work, we study doc-
ument clustering for sensitivity review in an interactive setting to
evaluate the impact of reviewing documents in semantic clusters, on
the efficiency, accuracy, and openness of sensitivity review. McDon-
ald et al. [14] proposed a method of predicting the amount of time
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that a reviewer would need to review a collection of documents and
show that their proposed method can notably improve openness
by prioritising the documents that are predicted to take less time to
review. In contrast, in this work, we present a method of prioritising
groups of documents for review to maximise openness. Another
work by McDonald et al. [15] show that the efficiency and accuracy
of sensitivity reviewers can be significantly improved when the re-
viewers are provided with sensitivity predictions from a sensitivity
classifier. Differently to the work of McDonald et al. [15], in this
work we aim to improve the efficiency of sensitivity reviewers by
reviewing documents in semantic clusters.

3 PRIORITISATION OF DOCUMENT
CLUSTERS FOR SENSITIVITY REVIEW

As discussed in Section 1, document clusters can present an overview
of semantic information in a document collection that we hypothe-
sise will help the sensitivity reviewers to quickly provide sensitivity
judgements for related documents, and improve their reviewing
speed. However, clustering alone may not be sufficient to effectively
improve openness since openness is dependent on two factors: (1)
the reviewers’ reviewing speed, and (2) the order in which docu-
ments are presented for review (i.e., review prioritisation). In this
section we present our proposed review prioritisation strategy to
prioritise document clusters for review using document metadata
attributes and sensitivity classification to maximise openness, and
illustrate the potential effectiveness of our proposed strategy using
an example as shown in Figure 2. The example in Figure 2, compares
the effectiveness of three ranking strategies for review prioritisation
(that we discuss in this section) on a set of 8 documents to maximise
the number of documents opened in the available reviewing time.
In Figure 2, the document reviewing speed is controlled as constant
to isolate the effect of review prioritisation on openness.

In a sensitivity review system that includes a sensitivity classifier,
the review organisers can prioritise the documents in a collection
that are more likely to be released, i.e., documents that are predicted
to be non-sensitive. For example, in Figure 2(a), documents are
ranked according to the increasing order of sensitivity classification
probability 𝑃𝑆 (least sensitive ranked at top), which leads to the pri-
oritisation of only the predicted non-sensitive documents for review
in the available reviewing time. However, ranking documents across
the collection is not applicable when documents are semantically
clustered to maintain the semantic grouping for quickly reviewing
related documents. Moreover, in large collections, the proportion of
predicted sensitivity within a cluster may not be an effective criteria
for prioritising document clusters since large clusters can often con-
tain a mix of many sensitive and non-sensitive documents. For ex-
ample, in the “criminal incidents” cluster, documents fromAuthor#1
may contain detailed information about a crime including personal
sensitive information of victims, while documents from Author#2
may include general non-sensitive information about how a country
is dealing with criminal activities. Figure 2(b) shows one such exam-
ple of hierarchical ranking of clustered documents by first, the mean
sensitivity probability of all documents 𝑑𝑐 in a cluster 𝑐 followed by
predicted sensitivity 𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑠 for each document within 𝑐 . Compared to

the approach from Figure 2(a), in Figure 2(b) only 3 out of 4 priori-
tised documents are non-sensitive since all the documents from clus-
ter 𝐶3 (including the predicted sensitive document 𝑑6) are ranked
above the non-sensitive documents in other clusters (𝐶1 and 𝐶2).

To address this problem of effective review prioritisation of se-
mantic document groups, we propose to leverage document meta-
data attributes to split large clusters into smaller document groups
(Cluster+Metadata) that can have finer-grained sensitivity propor-
tions. This is illustrated in the previous example where the “crim-
inal incidents” cluster can be divided into two groups respectively
for each author (metadata) that are more indicative of potentially
sensitive/non-sensitive information. The choice of metadata at-
tribute(s) to split large clusters is specific to the document col-
lection. For example, splitting the clusters using the documents’
author attribute may not be suitable for a collection where most
of the documents are published by different authors since the re-
sulting Cluster+Metadata groups may be very small. In this work,
we leverage the documents’ author attribute in the GovSensitivity
collection for splitting large clusters. However, depending on the
collection, other metadata attributes such as a document’s origin,
year or month of creation can also be potentially useful. We deploy
a hierarchical ranking strategy for review prioritisation where first
the Cluster+Metadata groups are ranked according to the finer-
grained proportions of predicted sensitivity followed by ranking
the documents within the Cluster+Metadata groups. Figure 2(c)
shows an example of our proposed review prioritisation strategy of
hierarchically ranking the documents by the mean sensitivity prob-
ability of all documents 𝑑𝑐𝑚 in a cluster 𝑐 having metadata attribute
𝑚 followed by ranking the documents within Cluster+Metadata
group 𝑐𝑚 by 𝑃𝑑𝑐𝑚𝑠 . In Figure 2, Cluster+Metadata strategy achieves
similar openness to prioritising documents without clustering in
the available reviewing time (4 documents each). In addition to the
semantic grouping of documents by clustering techniques, docu-
ment metadata attributes such as “Author” can group documents
with similar structure and writing style that can help the reviewers
to better understand the document structure in a group and reduce
the difficulty in making sensitivity judgements. We hypothesise
that Cluster+Metadata groups will benefit both: (1) Review Organ-
isers, by opening more documents to the public within a particular
reviewing time budget, and (2) Sensitivity Reviewers, by improving
their reviewing speed through interpreting underlying context and
structure of documents.

In the remainder of the paper, we present two user studies to
evaluate the impact of reviewing documents in semantic clusters
on the efficiency and accuracy of human sensitivity reviewers, and
the effectiveness of the three review prioritisation strategies shown
in Figure 2 in improving review openness.

4 PRELIMINARY SETUP
Before discussing the design of our user studies, in this section,
we describe the preliminary setup that is required for conducting
the user studies. In particular, we first describe: (1) the document
collection used in the studies and for training clustering approaches,
(2) the specific clustering approaches that we evaluate, (3) selection
of the appropriate number of clusters in the collection.
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Figure 2: An example of different document ranking strategies for sensitivity review, where 𝑅𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ hierarchy level of
the ranking, 𝑃𝑆 is the predicted sensitivity probability, 𝑑𝑐 is a document in cluster 𝑐, and 𝑑𝑐𝑚 is a document with metadata
attribute𝑚 in cluster 𝑐.

Sensitivity Collection: To train the clustering approaches we
use a collection (GovSensitivity [16]) of 3801 government docu-
ments (502 sensitive) that are annotated at document-level and
sentence-level by government sensitivity reviewers for two FOI
sensitivities, i.e, “Personal Information” and “International Rela-
tions”. In the user studies we use passages of the documents instead
of the documents itself to reduce the complexity in reviewing large
documents. We split the documents into passages by leveraging
the textual discourse units (paragraphs) in the documents, and
utilise sentence-level annotations to label a passage as sensitive or
non-sensitive.

Clustering Approaches: In our user studies, we evaluate three
different clustering approaches from the literature.
• K-Means [11, 12]: K-Means is one of the most popular clustering
technique in the literature. We deploy the scikit-learn [18] imple-
mentation of K-Means. To train K-Means, we construct TF-IDF term
feature representation of the GovSensitivity passages and project
the sparse TF-IDF vectors to a lower 200-D space using Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA).
• DEC [26]: DEC is a deep neural clustering approach that simulta-
neously learns feature representations by deploying a deep autoen-
coder [24], and learns clustering assignments by minimising the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence Loss [9]. We utilise the publicly
available implementation of DEC by Kim et al. [7], and leverage
TF-IDF term features as input for the DEC autoencoder component.
• SCCL [27]: SCCL is a short-text clustering approach that lever-
ages instance-wise contrastive learning and transformer-based [23]
contextual word embeddings. We utilise the publicly available im-
plementation of SCCL shared by the authors [27]. As described
in [27], to support contrastive learning, we generate a pair of aug-
mented passages for each of the GovSensitivity passages by word
substitution using Bertbase and Roberta models of Contextual Aug-
menter1. We then determine the representation of the original and
augmented passages using the distilbert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens
model of the Sentence Transformer library [19].

1https://github.com/makcedward/nlpaug

Selecting the Number of Clusters: To determine the num-
ber of clusters 𝑘 in the GovSensitivity collection, we first perform
stratified sampling to split the collection across 5-folds to perform
Cross Validation. We then perform K-Means on TF-IDF vectors of
the passages in GovSensitivity for different values of 𝑘 . We adopt
two popular approaches for selecting 𝑘 , first, the elbow method of
plotting the within-cluster-sum-of-squares (WCSS) as a function of
the number of clusters to identify the point that represents elbow
of the curve as the value of 𝑘 . WCSS is defined as:

𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑘∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑖 𝑗

𝑥𝑖 − ` 𝑗
2 (1)

where 𝑥𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ input data point, 𝑤𝑖 𝑗 = 1 if 𝑥𝑖 ∈ cluster𝑗 and
0 otherwise, and ` 𝑗 is the cluster centroid. For the GovSensitivity
collection, the elbow plot in Figure 3(a) shows the elbow around
𝑘 = 8. Second, we perform silhouette analysis of the separation
distance between the clusters by plotting the silhouette coefficient
of each data point defined as:

𝑠𝑖 =
𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖

𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 }
(2)

where, for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ data point, 𝑎𝑖 is the mean intra-cluster distance
and 𝑏𝑖 is the mean distance from the nearest-cluster that 𝑏 is not
a part of. From the silhouette plots for 𝑘 = 8, 10 in Figure 3(b), we
analyse: (1) clusters with below average silhouette scores, and (2)
skewness in cluster sizes. Figure 3(b) shows that all clusters for
𝑘 = 8 are above the average silhouette scores and the data partitions
are less skewed as compared to the plot for 𝑘 = 10. Therefore, we
keep 𝑘 = 8 to cluster the GovSensitivity collection.

5 USER STUDIES
In this section, we present the two user studies that we conducted
to investigate if presenting human sensitivity reviewers with clus-
ters of semantically similar documents to review can increase the
efficiency of the sensitivity review process. Section 5.1 presents the
reviewing interface that we developed for our user studies. Sec-
tion 5.2 presents our first user study, which evaluates the impact
of semantic clusters on the efficiency and accuracy of sensitivity
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Figure 3: Selecting the value of number of clusters.

review. Section 5.3 presents our second user study, which evaluates
our proposed review prioritisation strategy that leverages docu-
ment metadata and sensitivity classification predictions to prioritise
document clusters for increasing the overall openness of a review.

For both of the user studies we recruited participants using the
MTurk2 crowdsourcing platform, and restricted the participants
to be aged 18+ years and from countries with English as their first
language. The study participants were presented with multiple text
passages and asked to make a judgement as to whether a passage did
or did not contain any sensitive information, and to record a brief
textual justification of their judgement. We particularly focused
on personal sensitive information in our user studies, i.e., personal
details of individuals that are not available in a public domain such
as newspapers. For the passages that were presented to the partic-
ipants, we sanitised all sensitive information, such as names of the
individuals, to protect the identities of real persons. Before starting
the study, the participants were provided with a detailed descrip-
tion of the sensitivity review task along with examples of sensitive
personal information. To ensure that each of the participants under-
stood the task, we validated that the participants achieved at least
50% accuracy on the sensitivity judgements to qualify their assign-
ments for evaluation. We further validated whether the submitted
justifications are relevant for the sensitivity review task.

5.1 Reviewing Interface
We developed a web-based reviewing interface for our user studies.
The reviewing interface, as is shown in Figure 4, presents a series
of documents to the study participants and enables the participants
to: (1) highlight any text that they judge as being sensitive infor-
mation, (2) record an overall judgement about whether a document
is sensitive or non-sensitive, and (3) record a brief description of
the judgement to justify why they judged the document as being
sensitive. Additionally, the interface also records the amount of
time that a reviewer takes to review each of the documents. The
interface also allows the participants to pause the experimental
system at any time, to ensure that the system recorded accurate
reviewing times when a study participant took a rest break.

5.2 User Study#1: Review Efficiency
For our first user study, referred to as our Review Efficiency study,
we deployed the clustering techniques that we presented in Sec-
tion 4 (K-Means, DEC and SCCL) to evaluate the impact of reviewing
documents in semantic clusters on the efficiency and accuracy of
the sensitivity reviewers (i.e., the study participants). We expect
2https://www.mturk.com/

that reviewing documents in semantic clusters will improve the
efficiency (reviewing speed) of reviewers without affecting their
accuracy. The Review Efficiency study is implemented as a mixed
experimental design, i.e., we evaluate the impact of reviewing doc-
uments with or without clustering in a within-subject design, and
we evaluate the effectiveness of the aforementioned clustering tech-
niques in a between-subject design. Our Review Efficiency study
aims to answer the following two research questions:
•RQ1Does sensitivity reviewing documents in semantic categories
improve the reviewers’ efficiency without affecting their accuracy?
• RQ2 Which of the evaluated clustering techniques results in the
greatest improvements in the reviewers’ efficiency and accuracy?

Dataset: To select passages to use in the user study, we sampled
40 passages from the GovSensitivity collection in two different sets
𝐴 & 𝐵, i.e., 20 passages per set. We use the cluster assignments
from K-Means, DEC and SCCL for each of the sampled passages
in Set A and Set B. Table 1 shows the average length of passages
in each set along with the number of clusters assigned by each
of the clustering methods. We controlled the number of sensitive
documents in each set as 5, i.e., 25% of the sample size.

Table 1: Sampled passages for the Review Efficiency study.

Length (words) Number of Clusters
mean std K-Means DEC SCCL

Set A 72.5 7.71 4 6 4
Set B 73.3 10.39 4 6 3

Experiment Design: For RQ1, we evaluate the impact of re-
viewing documents that are clustered by each of the clustering
techniques (K-Means, DEC and SCCL) compared to reviewing doc-
uments without clustering. We evaluate RQ1 in a within-subject
experiment design, i.e., all participants in our experiment were pre-
sented with the same two tasks corresponding to the test conditions
of RQ1, i.e, reviewing documents without clustering (No-Cluster)
vs reviewing documents that are semantically clustered (Cluster). In
the control condition (No-Cluster), the passages were presented ran-
domly in a single batch, while in the treatment condition (Cluster)
the passages were presented in semantic clusters. We used a differ-
ent set of passages (A & B) for each of the conditions. Overall, every
participant was required to review 40 passages (20 in each condi-
tion). For RQ2, we compare the effectiveness of the aforementioned
three clustering techniques in improving the efficiency and/or accu-
racy of the reviewers. In RQ2, we chose to deploy a between-subject
experimental design for the three test conditions (K-Means, DEC
and SCCL) , since a within-subject design would require the partic-
ipants to review (1 + 3) ∗ 20 = 80 passages. Having the participants
sensitivity review 80 passages of text would have markedly in-
creased the cognitive load for the participants and resulted in a
high risk of participant fatigue. Therefore, to investigate RQ2, each
participant was asked to review passages that are clustered by a
single clustering method. As per the aforementioned mixed experi-
ment design, we created 12 participant groups and counterbalanced
the allocation of document sets and clustering approaches, as shown
in Table 2. The study participants were also asked to complete a
follow-up questionnaire at the end of each of the two tasks and
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Federal Police have charged a 37-year-old woman after 2.6 kilograms of heroin was
allegedly found in the lining of her suitcase on May 23. Joe Bloggs's bags were
selected for closer inspection when her behaviour aroused the suspicion of customs
officials. Joe was travelling with her two children, aged 18 months and three years.
Senator Chandler Shelton, Minister for Justice and Customs, said the detection was the
largest seizure of heroin for 12 years.

Figure 4: Components of the review interface.

a final questionnaire to analyse user preference between the con-
trol and treatment conditions along with ratings on task difficulty,
cluster-interpretability and usefulness of cluster keywords.

Participant Recruitment: We recruited 42 participants for this
study. The participants were remunerated $7.00USD for completing
the study. The mean completion time for the study was 40 minutes.

Evaluation Criteria: To evaluate the performance of partic-
ipants, we deploy two criteria: (1) Balanced Accuracy (BAC) to
evaluate the accuracy of participant reviews compared to the sensi-
tivity labels in the GovSensitivity collection discussed in Section 4,
and (2) Normalised Processing Speed (NPS) [4] to evaluate the effi-
ciency of participants i.e., the reviewing speed in words per minute.
NPS is defined as follows:

𝑁𝑃𝑆 =
|𝑑 |

exp (log (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) + ` − `𝛼 )
(3)

where |𝑑 | is the length of a document 𝑑 in words, log(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) is the
natural logarithm of time taken by a reviewer to review document
𝑑 , `𝛼 is the mean log(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) of the reviewer and ` is the global mean
log(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) for all reviewers. The NPS calculation controls for varia-
tions in the documents’ lengths and the reviewers’ reading speeds.

We measure statistical significance in our mixed experiment
design using two-way mixed ANOVA to test the interaction be-
tween our within-subject factors (i.e., No-Cluster and Cluster) and
the between-subject factors (i.e., K-Means, DEC and SCCL). We
report the observed power and the Partial Eta Squared ([2) effect
size for the ANOVA tests, and follow it with post-hoc tests using
paired samples T-Test for the within-subject factor and one-way
ANOVA for the between-subject factor. We select 𝑝 < 0.05 as our
significance threshold.

5.3 User Study#2: Review Openness
In our second user study, referred to as our Review Openness study,
we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed review prioritisation
strategy (Cluster+Metadata) in terms of the number of documents
that are released (opened) to the public in a fixed time frame, i.e., the
review openness, compared to document prioritised without clusters
(No-Cluster) and prioritisation of document clusters (Cluster) dis-
cussed in Section 3. The Review Openness study is implemented as

Table 2: Participant groups for the Review Efficiency Study.

Group
Task#1 Task#2

Group
Task#1 Task#2

Set Config Set Config Set Set
1 A K-Means B 3 K-Means B A
2 B K-Means A 4 K-Means A B
5 A DEC B 7 DEC B A
6 B DEC A 8 DEC A B
9 A SCCL B 11 SCCL B A
10 B SCCL A 12 SCCL A B

a between-subject experimental design . The study aims to answer
the following two research questions:
• RQ3 Can the Cluster+Metadata review prioritisation strategy
increase the number of opened documents in a specific time-frame?
• RQ4 Does reviewing documents in Cluster+Metadata groups
offer similar or improved review efficiency and accuracy compared
to reviewing documents in clusters?

Dataset: We sampled 20 passages (mean length 95.05 words)
from the GovSensitivity collection. We restricted the number of
sensitive documents to 25% of the sampled passages (the same as
for our Review Efficiency study). For this study, we chose only DEC
clustering as it was found to be the best approach for improving
reviewers’ efficiency from the results of the Review Efficiency user
study that we discuss in Section 6. We chose document author
as the metadata attribute for splitting the DEC clusters into Clus-
ter+Metadata groups. DEC assigned 3 cluster labels to the sampled
passages that were further divided into 7 Cluster+Metadata groups.

Sensitivity Classification: We performed sensitivity classifica-
tion on the documents in the GovSensitivity collection to obtain the
sensitivity probabilities of the documents for review prioritisation
as discussed in Section 3. We deployed an SVM text classification
approach as described in [13] to classify the documents as either
sensitive or non-sensitive. To train the classifier, we used a 5-fold
cross validation with stratified samples of the GovSensitivity collec-
tion as described in [16]. The effectiveness of the learned classifier
was 0.733 BAC.
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Review Prioritisation: To prioritise the document passages
for review as per the three strategies described in Section 3 (No-
Cluster, Cluster and Cluster+Metadata), we performed hierarchical
ranking based on the increasing order of following two scores:
(1) the classification probability 𝑃𝑠 of a document being sensitive,
and (2) length 𝐿 (in words) of a passage. For the sampled passages,
we used the same value of 𝑃𝑠 as for the document that contained
the passage. The length parameter 𝐿 provides more control on
the ranking such that if two passages have same classification
probability, then the shortest passage will be reviewed first. We
ranked the passages for each of the three review prioritisation
strategies as follows:
• No-Cluster: 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑖 ∈𝐷 (𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 , 𝐿𝑑𝑖 ), i.e., ranking a passage 𝑑𝑖 in a
set 𝐷 by the sensitivity probability 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 followed by the length 𝐿𝑑𝑖 .
• Cluster: 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑖 ∈𝐷 (`𝑐 , 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 , 𝐿𝑑𝑖 ), i.e., ranking 𝑑𝑖 by the mean
sensitivity probability `𝑐 of all the passages in cluster 𝑐 that contains
𝑑𝑖 followed by 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 and 𝐿𝑑𝑖 .
• Cluster+Metadata: 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑖 ∈𝐷 (`𝑚, 𝑃

𝑑𝑖
𝑠 , 𝐿𝑑𝑖 ), i.e., ranking 𝑑𝑖 by

the mean sensitivity probability `𝑚 of all the passages in a Clus-
ter+Metadata group𝑚 that contains 𝑑𝑖 followed by 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠 and 𝐿𝑑𝑖 .

We note that the output of our proposed prioritisation strategies
that rank clusters by their sensitivity classification probabilities can
be dependent on the effectiveness of the deployed sensitivity clas-
sifier. Moreover, reviewing shorter documents first may not always
lead to a faster review of documents, as is described by McDonald et
al. [14]. In this study, we control these variables as constant across
all the aforementioned review prioritisation strategies to isolate
the effectiveness of our proposed Cluster+Metadata approach.

Experiment Design: We evaluate RQ3 and RQ4 in a between-
subject design, i.e., each participant in our experiment was assigned
to one of three review prioritisation configurations. The partici-
pants were each required to review 20 passages in a specific order,
as was defined by their assigned prioritisation configuration. The
participants were asked to complete a follow-up questionnaire at
the end of the experiment to analyse the task difficulty and cluster-
interpretability among the three configurations.

Participant Recruitment: For this study, we recruited 36 partic-
ipants (12 in each group). The participants were remunerated $4.00
USD for completing the task. The mean time taken to complete the
study was 25 minutes.

Evaluation Criteria: To evaluate openness of documents in our
experiment under the three configurations (No-Cluster, Cluster and
Cluster+Metadata), we deploy twometrics: first, Absolute Openness
(𝑂𝐴𝑏𝑠 ) to measure the number of documents selected for release
per unit time defined as:

𝑂𝐴𝑏𝑠 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 _𝑖∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

, _𝑖 =

{
1, if 𝑑𝑖 is non-sensitive
0, otherwise

(4)

where 𝑛 is the number of documents that are to be reviewed, 𝑑𝑖 is
the document passage at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ position of the document ranking,
and 𝑡𝑖 is the time taken to review 𝑑𝑖 . To account for the difference
in reading speeds of the participants in our experiment, we use
Normalised Dwell Time (NDT) [4] as the measure of reviewing time
𝑡𝑖 , which is the denominator part of the NPS measure that we pre-
viously presented in Equation 3. Second, we deploy Openness AUC

(Area Under the Curve) (𝑂𝐴𝑈𝐶 ) to measure the number of docu-
ments selected for release as a function of time. We calculate𝑂𝐴𝑈𝐶

by determining the area under the curve for the plot between the cu-
mulative count of non-sensitive documents in the particular review
ranking and the cumulative sum of review time (NDT). We report
the openness metrics using the sensitivity labels from the ground
truth (True Labels, 𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑏𝑠
& 𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑈𝐶
) and from the reviewers’ predic-

tions (Predicted Labels, 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑏𝑠

& 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑈𝐶

). The 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑈𝐶

metric closely
models the real-life sensitivity review scenario, where openness
is measured as the interaction between the number of documents
selected by the sensitivity reviewers for public release and the total
time taken by the reviewers to achieve this number of selected
documents. Therefore, we consider 𝑂𝑃

𝐴𝑈𝐶
as our main metric to

measure openness. We also report BAC and NPS for the review-
ers similar to the Review Efficiency study to evaluate RQ4 and to
compare the consistency of results between the two user studies.

We measure statistical significance for our between-subject fac-
tor under three review prioritisation configurations using one-way
ANOVA test. We report the observed power and the Partial Eta
Squared ([2) effect size for the ANOVA tests, and follow it with
post-hoc tests using independent samples T-Test. We select 𝑝 < 0.05
as our significance threshold.

Table 3: BAC and NPS of participants in different configura-
tions of the Review Efficiency Study.

Group Configuration mean BAC
(±95% CI)

mean NPS (wpm)
(±95% CI)

1-4 No Cluster 0.755 (±0.060) 132.22 (±8.77)
K-Means 0.727 (±0.076) 149.09 (±10.32)★

5-8 No Cluster 0.790 (±0.067) 140.43 (±13.04)
DEC 0.786 (±0.065) 162.41 (±13.55)★

9-12 No Cluster 0.823 (±0.054) 138.99 (±5.69)
SCCL 0.846 (±0.069) 151.99 (±9.85)★

6 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our user studies. We first
discuss the results for the Review Efficiency study that we previ-
ously presented in Section 5.2, before discussing the results of our
Review Openness study that we presented in Section 5.3.

In the Review Efficiency study, for the two-way mixed ANOVA
significance test comparing the overall interaction between No-
Cluster/Cluster (RQ1) and the different clustering techniques (RQ2:
K-Means, DEC and SCCL), the data samples for NPS & BAC meet
the assumptions of homogeneity of variance for the between-group
factor (clustering techniques) as assessed by Levene’s test (𝑝 > 0.05),
and homogeneity of covariance as assessed by Box’s test (𝑝 > 0.05).
From the two-way mixed ANOVA tests we found that, for NPS (par-
ticipants’ reviewing speed), there is a statistically significant interac-
tion between No-Cluster and Cluster conditions (𝐹 (1, 35) = 56.158,
𝑝 < 0.0005, [2 = 0.616, observed power = 1.0). However, there is
no statistically significant interaction between No-Cluster/Cluster
and the different clustering techniques for NPS (𝐹 (2, 35) = 1.372,
𝑝 = 0.267, [2 = 0.07, observed power = 0.275). For BAC (partici-
pants’ reviewing accuracy), the results were found not significant
as per the two-way mixed ANOVA (𝑝 < 0.05).
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Table 4: Hourly Openness achieved by participants in different configurations of the Review Openness Study.

Configuration True Labels Predicted Labels
mean OT

Abs (±95% CI) mean OT
AUC (±95% CI) mean OP

Abs (±95% CI) mean OP
AUC (±95% CI)

No-Cluster 37.324 (±2.651) 4.924 (±0.375) 27.095 (±3.729) 3.819 (±0.578)
Cluster 49.706 (±2.505)★ 5.506 (±0.162)★ 37.366 (±7.423)★ 4.622 (±0.596)
Cluster + Metadata 49.813 (±2.077)★ 5.671 (±0.209)★ 37.391 (±6.027)★ 4.727 (±0.579)★

To address RQ1, we measure statistical significance between the
No-Cluster and Cluster conditions respectively for each of the Clus-
ter configurations (K-Means, DEC and SCCL). We follow the two-
way mixed ANOVA test with post-hoc tests using paired samples
T-Test comparing difference in NPS between No-Cluster and Cluster
conditions (denoted as “★” in Table 3, 𝑝 < 0.05). From Table 3, we
observe that our treatment condition (Cluster) shows significant im-
provements in participants’ NPS compared to the control condition
(No-Cluster) consistently for all clustering methods, with the best
improvement in DEC (+15.65% wpm) followed by K-Means (+12.86%
wpm) and SCCL (+9.35% wpm). We also observe that BAC of the
participants slightly improves for SCCL clustering compared to No-
Cluster (0.846 vs 0.823), although we observe slightly lower BAC in
DEC (0.786 vs 0.790) and noticeable lower BAC in K-Means (0.727
vs 0.755). However, the differences in BAC between No-Cluster and
Cluster conditions are not statistically significant as discussed in the
results of the Two-Way Mixed ANOVA test. Therefore, in response
to RQ1, we conclude that reviewing documents in semantic clusters
can significantly improve (paired samples T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05) the
efficiency (NPS) of the sensitivity reviewers without significantly
affecting the reviewers’ accuracy (BAC).

Moving on to RQ2, from Table 3 we observe that DEC achieved
the best NPS, followed by SCCL and K-Means (162.41 vs 151.99
vs 149.09 wpm). However, in terms of BAC, SCCL achieved the
highest BAC (0.846), followed by DEC (0.786) and K-Means (0.727).
Therefore, the results show that the clustering methods DEC and
SCCL are more effective in improving BAC and NPS of reviewers
compared to K-Means clustering. We follow the two-way mixed
ANOVA test with post-hoc test using one-way ANOVA comparing
differences in NPS between the three clustering methods. We found
that there are no significant differences in NPS for the different clus-
tering techniques (𝐹 (2, 35) = 1.308, 𝑝 = 0.283, [2 = 0.070, observed
power = 0.264). Therefore, in response to RQ2, we conclude that
the improvement in reviewers’ efficiency (NPS) by reviewing doc-
uments in semantic clusters is not significantly affected by specific
clustering techniques.

Overall, in the Review Efficiency study, we found that seman-
tic clustering of documents can indeed significantly improve the
efficiency of human reviewers regardless of different types of clus-
tering methods. We now discuss the effectiveness of prioritising
semantic document clusters for review in improving openness based
on the results of our Review Openness study that we presented
in Section 5.3. We report the mean absolute openness (𝑂𝐴𝑏𝑠 ) and
openness AUC (𝑂𝐴𝑈𝐶 ) along with 95% confidence intervals (CI) in
Table 4. We also report the mean BAC and NPS along with 95% CI
in Table 5. For the one-way ANOVA significance test comparing
the three different review prioritisation approaches (No-Cluster,
Cluster and Cluster+Metadata), the data samples for 𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑏𝑠
, 𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑈𝐶
,
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Figure 5: Number of Documents selected for release as a
function of time in the Review Openness study

𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑏𝑠

, 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑈𝐶

, NPS and BAC meet the assumption of homogeneity
of variance as assessed by Levene’s test (𝑝 > 0.05).

To address RQ3, we evaluate the openness of documents in
the aforementioned three review prioritisation strategies. From
one-way ANOVA tests we found that the interactions between
the three review prioritisation strategies are significant for, 𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑏𝑠

(𝐹 (2, 33) = 30.910, 𝑝 < 0.0005, [2 = 0.652, observed power = 1.0),
𝑂𝑇
𝐴𝑈𝐶

(𝐹 (2, 33) = 7.464, 𝑝 = 0.002, [2 = 0.311, observed power =
0.921) and 𝑂𝑃

𝐴𝑏𝑠
(𝐹 (2, 33) = 3.536, 𝑝 = 0.041, [2 = 0.176, observed

power = 0.617), while not significant for 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑈𝐶

(𝐹 (2, 33) = 2.547,
𝑝 = 0.094, [2 = 0.134, observed power = 0.474). We follow the one-
way ANOVA tests with post-hoc tests using independent samples
T-Test comparing the pairs of the different review prioritisation
strategies. In Table 4, statistically significant improvements com-
pared to No-Cluster are represented as “★” (independent samples
T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05). From Table 4, we observe that our proposed ap-
proach Cluster+Metadata achieves the best openness consistently
across all four metrics. We also observe that both Cluster and Clus-
ter+Metadata configurations significantly improve 𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑏𝑠
, 𝑂𝑃

𝐴𝑏𝑠
and

𝑂𝑇
𝐴𝑈𝐶

compared to No-Cluster, however, for 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑈𝐶

, only the Clus-
ter+Metadata improvements are statistically significant compared
to No-Cluster (4.727 vs 3.819, independent samples T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05).
Figure 5, shows the plot of the mean number of non-sensitive docu-
ments reviewed as a function of review time (NDT). The results from
Table 4 are found to be consistent with Figure 5, where both Cluster
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Table 5: BAC and NPS of participants in different configura-
tions of the Review Openness study.

Configuration mean BAC
(±95% CI)

mean NPS (wpm)
(±95% CI)

No-Cluster 0.781 (±0.064) 121.83 (±6.07)
Cluster 0.781 (±0.057) 138.32 (±5.26)★
Cluster + Metadata 0.847 (±0.069) 136.02 (±4.71)★

and Cluster+Metadata configurations show a higher number of
non-sensitive documents compared to No-Cluster at any point in
time, and the Cluster+Metadata configuration achieves the maxi-
mum number of non-sensitive documents earlier than the Cluster
and No-Cluster configurations. Therefore, in response to RQ3, we
conclude that our proposed approach of review prioritisation can
significantly improve mean absolute openness and openness AUC
calculated using both true labels (+33.4%𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑏𝑠
& +15.2%𝑂𝑇

𝐴𝑈𝐶
) and

predicted labels (+38.0% 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑏𝑠

& +23.8% 𝑂𝑃
𝐴𝑈𝐶

) compared to base-
line No-Cluster. Moreover, even though none of the metrics shows
significant improvement between Cluster and Cluster+Metadata
approaches, only Cluster+Metadata approach shows a statistically
significant improvement compared to No-Cluster in our main met-
ric, i.e., openness AUC calculated using predicted labels (𝑂𝑃

𝐴𝑈𝐶
).

Finally addressing RQ4, we evaluate the BAC and NPS for the par-
ticipants between the three review prioritisation strategies. From
one-way ANOVA tests for BAC and NPS, we found that the in-
teractions between the three review prioritisation strategies are
significant for NPS (𝐹 (2, 33) = 9.720, 𝑝 < 0.0005, [2 = 0.371, ob-
served power = 0.972) and not significant for BAC, (𝐹 (2, 33) = 1.298,
𝑝 < 0.287, [2 = 0.073, observed power = 0.261). The post-hoc tests
using independent samples T-Tests (𝑝 < 0.05) are represented by “★”
in Table 5 for Cluster and Cluster+Metadata conditions compared
to No-Cluster condition. From Table 5 we found that the results
for NPS and BAC between No-Cluster and Cluster conditions are
consistent with the Review Efficiency study as presented in Table 3.
Moreover, the NPS for the participants in both the Cluster+Metadata
and Cluster conditions is comparable (136.02 wpm vs 138.32 wpm),
and is significantly higher compared to the No-Cluster condition
(121.83 wpm). Participants in the Cluster+Metadata condition show
a noticeably higher BAC (0.847) compared to Cluster (0.781) and
No-Cluster (0.781), however the improvements in BAC are not sta-
tistically significant as discussed in the results of one-way ANOVA
test. Therefore for RQ4, we conclude that the Cluster+Metadata
approach provides similar improvements in the reviewing speed as
provided by reviewing documents in semantic clusters compared
to No-Cluster.

7 ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide an offline cluster quality analysis and
compare it with the qualitative analysis of the participants’ re-
sponses to the follow-up questionnaires in our user studies.

Cluster Quality: We first analyse the quality of clusters iden-
tified by the three clustering methods (K-Means, DEC and SCCL)
using two unsupervised metrics: First, Hopkins Statistics [5, 10] that
measures cluster tendency of the representation of input data points.

The value of Hopkins Statistics ranges between (0, 1), where the val-
ues closer to 1 means a representation of input data points is highly
clusterable. Second, Silhouette Score [20] that measures cohesion,
i.e. how similar a data point is to its own cluster compared to other
clusters. Silhouette score as defined in Equation 2 ranges between
[-1,1], where the values towards +1 indicate cohesive clusters.

(a) K-Means (b) DEC (c) SCCL

Figure 6: t-SNE 2-D visualisations of resulting clusters.

Table 6: Results for Cluster Quality.

K-Means DEC SCCL
Hopkins Statistics 0.7766 0.9897 0.9080
Silhouette Score 0.0233 0.9286 0.5637

Table 6 presents the results of cluster quality evaluation of K-
Means, DEC, and SCCL. In Table 6, the Hopkins statistics shows that
all three input data representations, i.e., TF-IDF+LSA for K-Means,
DEC’s latent embeddings, and SCCL’s contextual embeddings are
clusterable (𝐻 > 0.5). Moreover the silhouette scores in Table 6
for the resulting clusters show that DEC forms very tight clusters
followed by SCCL, while K-Means leads to overlapping clusters.
These results are consistent with the 2-D t-SNE visualisations of
the resulting clusters as shown in Figure 6. Overall, we observe that
both DEC and SCCL are effective methods for producing quality
clusters compared to K-Means for the GovSensitivity collection.

We also analyse the top keywords for each of the resulting clus-
ters from the different clustering methods. Table 7 shows the top-5
keywords for two of the resulting clusters from each of the three
evaluated clustering methods. In Table 7, even though the top key-
words are often different for the resulting clusters in K-Means, DEC
and SCCL, they represent the same high-level semantic categories,
i.e. Middle-East and Commercial. We observed that the top key-
words from the remaining clusters across the three clustering meth-
ods also represented the same semantic categories, i.e., Asia/Far-
East, Politics, Medical, Education, Criminality and Legal-Trials.

Table 7: Top-5 Keywords for two clusters

Cluster#1 (Middle-East) Cluster#2 (Commercial)
K-Means DEC SCCL K-Means DEC SCCL

iraq turkey president percent company percent
turkey eu palestinian company law market
israel us israel investment foreign local
us iraq ha’aretz bank ipr capital

israeli turkish turkey market investment rate

Qualitative Analysis: We now present the analysis of partici-
pants’ responses to the follow-up questionnaires in our user studies.
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(c) Decision Difficulty

Figure 7: Normalised participants’ ratings for the Review Efficiency Study.
"★" denotes statistical significance compared to K-Means (T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05).
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(b) Decision Difficulty

Figure 8: Normalised participants’ ratings for
the Review Openness Study. "★" denotes sta-
tistical significance (T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05).

In our Review Efficiency study (Section 5.2), 85.37% of the partic-
ipants rated reviewing documents in semantic clusters as their
preferred way compared to reviewing documents in a single large
group. To compare the effectiveness of the three clustering methods
(K-Means, DEC and SCCL), we normalise the participants’ ratings
(using 𝐿2 norm) on: (1) how useful were the keywords to understand
the context of each cluster, as shown in Figure 7(a). (2) how mean-
ingful or interpretable the clusters were, i.e, whether the clusters
contain semantically similar documents, as shown in Figure 7(b).
(3) how difficult it was to make decisions about sensitivity of docu-
ments in semantic clusters, as shown in Figure 7(c). In Figure 7, “★”
represents statistical significance compared to K-Means clustering
as per independent samples T-Test (𝑝 < 0.05). From Figure 7(a),
we observe that participant ratings for the usefulness of cluster
keywords are comparable for the three clustering configurations.
However from Figure 7(b), clusters from both DEC and SCCL were
found to be significantly more interpretable than K-Means. The
human interpretability of clusters is found to be consistent with the
analysis of cluster quality, where both DEC and SCCL are found
to be effective in producing quality clusters compared to K-Means.
Interestingly, even though DEC’s cluster quality was found to be
better than SCCL (Silhouette Score 0.9286 vs 0.5637, Table 6), hu-
man interpretability for both methods is found to be comparable
and even slightly higher for SCCL. Lastly, as shown in Figure 7(c),
the participants rated lower difficulty in making sensitivity deci-
sions for documents in both DEC and SCCL clusters compared
to K-Means, where the decision difficulty for DEC is found to be
significantly lower than K-Means. Considering the cluster quality
results from Table 6 and decision difficultly ratings from Figure 7(c)
we extend our response to RQ2 that DEC is indeed an effective
document clustering approach for the GovSensitivity collection
compared to K-Means and SCCL.

In the Review Openness study (Section 5.3), we analyse the
normalised participants’ ratings on cluster interpretability and de-
cision difficulty between Cluster and Cluster+Metadata configu-
ration. Figure 8(a) shows that the human-interpretability of the
Cluster+Metadata groups is comparable to the original DEC Clus-
ters. However, as shown in Figure 8(b) the participants rated sig-
nificantly lower decision difficulty in making sensitivity decisions
for the documents in Cluster+Metadata groups compared to the
original DEC clusters. This analysis of decision difficulty supports
our argument from Section 3 that reviewing documents in the Clus-
ter+Metadata groups can indeed significantly reduce the difficulty
for the sensitivity reviewers in making sensitivity judgments.

8 CONCLUSIONS
We presented a system for sensitivity review that leverages docu-
ment clustering to assist human sensitivity reviewers by allowing
them to quickly review related documents in semantic clusters. In
addition, we proposed a review prioritisation strategy for effectively
prioritising semantic clusters to assist the review organisers in in-
creasing the number of documents opened to the public in a fixed re-
viewing time budget (i.e., openness). To investigate the impact of re-
viewing documents that are semantically clustered on the efficiency
and openness of human sensitivity review, we developed a new tai-
lored reviewing interface and conducted two user studies that eval-
uated the effectiveness of different clustering techniques, document
metadata and automatic sensitivity classification, for grouping and
prioritising documents for review. Results from our conducted user
studies showed that reviewing documents into semantic clusters can
significantly increase the efficiency (i.e., reviewing speed, +15.65%
NPS, paired samples T-Test, p<0.05) of the reviewers without affect-
ing their accuracy. We also showed that our proposed review priori-
tisation strategy that leverages document metadata and automatic
sensitivity classification to prioritise semantic document clusters for
review, can significantly improve openness (+23.8%𝑂𝑃

𝐴𝑈𝐶
, indepen-

dent samples T-Test (p<0.05) compared to prioritising documents by
predicted sensitivity without clustering. We evaluated three differ-
ent clustering methods (K-Means, DEC and SCCL) and found that
the improvement in reviewing speed by reviewing documents in
clusters is not significantly affected by the used clustering methods.
However, from the qualitative analysis of the participants’ feed-
back, we found that the neural clusteringmethods that we evaluated
(DEC & SCCL) produced significantly more interpretable clusters
compared to K-Means clustering on document term features (inde-
pendent samples T-Test, 𝑝 < 0.05). Our analysis of the cluster inter-
pretability produced by the three clustering methods was found to
be consistent with our offline analysis of the cluster quality where
both DEC and SCCL were found to be more effective than K-Means
clustering. As future work, we plan to analyse and investigate the
underlying factors that help the sensitivity reviewers improve their
efficiency while reviewing documents in semantic clusters.
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